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If c/> be the angle AP'P, we have cos <f> = drjds.    The attraction of m at P acts in the direction PA, and is equal to m/r2; hence its resolved part in the direction
PP' is ~ cos ^LPPX = - ™ ~.
r2                        r2 as
Comparing this with the above :-. result we see that'if P, P7 be  A' \  two adjacent points, the excess
of the potential at P'^over that at P, divided by the distance PP', ; is equal to the resolved attraction in the direction PP'.
This, being true for every particle of an attracting system, is
necessarily true for the whole.    We have therefore the following .••-* theorem.    I£V> Y'. ^e ^e P.^671^^8 °f a sys^m at two neighbouring^
points P, P', the attraction at P resolved in. the direction PP' in
which s is measured is the limit of —pp/   = YV- .
JL .t               i'CbS                                              .rf
So long as the point P is situated outside the attracting mass the potentials V and V are both finite and this proof is free from ambiguity. The case in which P lies within the attracting mass will be considered a little further on.
41. By taking the displacement PP7 parallel to the axes of x, y, z in turn, we see that the components of the attraction in the positive directions of the axes are respectively
__ ~/__          "TT__t___          ^
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dz
In the same way the components of the attraction in Jjolar QQordinates may be expressed.    Let r, 0, <£ be the polar coordinates of any point P, let F, G, H be the components  at P in  the directions in which dr, rdd, r sin 0dfi are drawn, then '       dV       „        dV
r sin 6d<p'
In the theory of gravitation the attraction of one particle on another is taken to be mm'jr- (Art. 3), and repulsion is then represented by supposing that the mass of one of the particles is negative. In other theories, for example in that of electricity, repulsion is taken as the standard case and then attraction occurs when the masses have opposite signs. In loth cases the geometrical definition of the potential is 7=S??i/r (Art. 39). When therefore repulsion is taken as the standard ' the signs of the forces given above must be changed. Thus the force in the positive direction of the axis of x is -Y= --dV/dx, and so on.
^       42.    It appears from this proposition that, when the potential & (| F of a body fixed in space is given, its resolved attractions at any |'

